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Finding Peace (Finding Series, Book
3)

"I knew it would be like this...like finding something I didn&apos;t know was missing." --LukeAuthor
Gray Hawthorne has it all and he&apos;s on the verge of having even more. His bestselling
detective novels are being turned into a movie series that will make him a household name and
he&apos;s rubbing a lot more than just elbows with Hollywood&apos;s elite. Money, fame and good
looks mean an endless supply of men, both groupies and celebrities alike, which suits Gray just fine.
He&apos;s smart enough to know that his 5 minutes in the spotlight will be just that and he plans to
enjoy every moment. Until he gets the devastating news that threatens to steal everything
away...Army Ranger Luke Monroe lives and breathes the military. They&apos;re the family he never
had and a life without his brothers-in-arms is unfathomable. But the ultimate betrayal has Luke on
the run and a twist of fate leads him to the small town of Dare, Montana to seek help from the foster
brother who saved him once before. Only the brother he&apos;s searching for isn&apos;t the man
he finds and he has no choice but to keep running. Until an encounter on the side of the road with a
stranger changes everything.The last thing Gray wants when he seeks refuge at his cabin in the
secluded Montana mountains is company but a run-in with the mysterious and very straight Luke
has Gray offering the damaged soldier a place to regroup. And since a physical relationship
isn&apos;t even on the table, Gray finds himself enjoying something he hasn&apos;t had in a long
time...a real friend.But what happens when friendship just isn&apos;t enough? When a man
who&apos;s only been with women begins to crave more?With one man running from his past and
the other running from his future, will finding each other be enough to bring them peace?Note: This
book contains M/M sexual content and is intended for mature audiences***This is Book 3 in the
series, but can be read as a stand-alone story - no cliffhangers.***Book 1 - Finding Home
(M/M/M)Book 2 - Finding Trust (M/M)Book 3 - Finding Peace (M/M)Book 4 - Finding Forgiveness
(M/M)
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This is an exceptionally deceptive book--it is disguised as a study in secrets and hang-ups but it is
essentially a love story that will leave you hungering for more of these two magnificent characters.I
am not going to give anything away here. There are characters from the first two books in the series
who are essential to the plot line, but you will not easily forget Grey Hawthorne and Luke Monroe.
They are extremely simple to read on the surface, but extremely complicated below the skin. These
are real men approaching the end of their self-imposed lines-in-the-sand, and they both have to deal
with compelling and heartbreaking events that come at you like a bolt--surprise after surprise.My
only complaint is the cover. I wish Grey was also portrayed because by portraying Luke (I can only
assume it's him) the cover tells only half the story. I am hurrying to get the final book in the series.

The book had 2486 locations on my kindle. The book was about 2 men, Gray and Luke. Gray was a
gay writer, who was dealing with some medical issues. Luke was a straight military guy, who was in
trouble with the law. Luke had passed out on the side of the road, and Gray found him. The book
contained some heated kisses and some decent oral sex and anal sex scenes. I loved the slow
build up to an intimate relationship, between the 2 men. The characters were ok. Luke was an
honest made who cared and liked to work with his hands. He was also afraid of what, he was
running from, therefore, he often carried a gun for protection. Gray was a scared and lonely man,
who in the pass, had slept around. I just wished, that Luke, who had never had feelings for a man,
had struggled a bit more with his new found sexuality.

Received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.This book is best of the this series for me. I've
already done a re-read and I just got my copy yesterday :) I like my romance filled with big
emotional moments and plenty of angst (but not too much) and this one had the perfect balance.

While there were some dark reveals from Luke and Gray's (individual) pasts, it never felt too heavy
to read through. The HEA felt earned and was wonderful to experience at the end of their story.Big
fan of this author, and I've read all of her other stories which I all LOVE. Looking forward to Roman's
story next!

A great addition to the series. I started off not liking Gray but that didn't last too long. My heart broke
for him & what he was going through. I'm glad he found Luke. I loved the progression of their story.
Luke is a great character, well written and easily likeable despite the way he & Gray met. I loved the
teaser of the next book at the end & really look forward to reading it. I happily recommend this book
& the whole series.

This was such a beautiful Story, so full of emotions that you wont be able to put the book down.
Other characters are back from the previous books, but this book is Luke and Grays story and boy
oh boy what an emotional story it is. Both of these men are hiding things about themselves, once
you find out what is going on, you will go on a journey of all sorts of emotions. I am new to this
authors writing, but she has definitely become one of my favorite writers, she brings the characters
to life, they become apart of your world, so when these characters hurt, you hurt, when they laugh,
you laugh. This book can be read as a standalone but If I was you I would start with the very first
book. I cannot speak highly enough of this series and this author and I cant wait for the next book.
10/10

Sloane Kennedy's books just gets better and better, I have read everyone of her books they draw
you in and don't let go. Gray & Luke amazing connection. Loved this story so heartfelt. Great to
catch up with others from this series. Looking forward to book 4.

Love this series.Love this author.Finding Peace was the most emotional for me of the series so far.
So, so, so freakin' good!Sloane outdid herself with this one!These are all stand alones, but I highly
recommend you read this whole series. Great characters and story lines. Definitely worth your
time!5+ stars

This is book 3 in the Finding series, but can be read as a standalone - but don't, because the entire
series is just getting better and better with each addition, and for me, a beta-reader for this author,
this is so far the standout book. I say so far, because from the brief glimpse there is of book 4, right

at the very end of this one, I think SK has just upped the ante.So, I read this blind, i.e. without
reading the blurb, and I can tell you that the latter didn't do the tale justice. Though I'm pretty familiar
with SK's writing style, I can't begin to imagine what she's going to drop into her tales, and I
hand-on-heart couldn't have foreseen what she put Gray through. Poor, decent Gray who'd
appeared in Dane and Jax's tale, but she ended the tale with hope.It's a little less sexed-up from
SK's normal tales, which is not a criticism, as the reasons for this will be clear when you read the
book - both guys had issues to deal with, and yes, what sex there is, is pretty scorching, but also
healing, connecting, emotional, soul-sharing and loving. I could go on, but SK does it so much
better.We'll get to see more of the leads in book 4 (which I needed, and am sure readers will need)
which from what I know of SK, is likely to be available in the not too distant future. She's not set a
firm date, but she does tend to write quickly - YEAH!!!!!Disclaimer: I'm lucky enough to be a
beta-reader for this author. No money was offered or requested for this review, the words of which
are entirely my own.
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